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Neonatal Nurses role during hospitalization of preterm babies in reducing parent anxiety
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Abstract
Hospitalization is stressful for families. Mothers of preterm infants may exhibit anxiety and symptoms of depression during the
acute phase of the infant’s hospitalization in the NICU. Specialized nursing interventions reduces parental stress and anxiety thus
fostering the parent’s abilities to cope with the difficulties and caring for their premature newborn.
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Introduction
Mothers of infants who require special care, begin their
experience of parenthood in the unfamiliar and intimidating
environment of the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU).
Hospitalization is very stressful for families [1].
Psychological effects: Hospitalization of the premature infant
in the NICU is considered as a psychological crisis in the
family, causing feelings of powerlessness and stress [5].
Feelings of anxiety and depression in mothers of preterm
infants are studied, as they appear to be more intense during
the hospitalization of the child in the NICU [6, 3]. Mothers of
preterm infants may exhibit symptoms of depression, during
infant’s hospitalization in the NICU [6, 23]. Premature birth with
very low birth weight is a condition perceived by the mothers
as highly generative of anxiety [31, 10].
Incidence: Preterm infants are those infants who are born less
than 37 completed weeks of gestation [26]. Approximately,
12% of infants are born, each year about 13 million families in
the world experience preterm birth [2].
In mothers of preterm infants high scores were found for
anxiety which caused difficulties in confronting the situation
of the infant’s prematurity [24] Parents experience many
stressful situations in connection with a preterm birth, which
affects the possibility of them noticing their child’s signals and
their ability to interact with the infant [9].
Risks associated with hospitalization: As the initial period
of the infant’s hospitalization is very stressful to parents they
must cope with an infant who has more difficulties to care due
to prematurity and associated illnesses [22]. The postponement
of parenting results in extended emotional and psychological
stress that can lead to parents not being emotionally attached
to their infant at the time of discharge and may contribute to
greater parenting risk and child vulnerability [8]. Risks exists in
parenting related to weakness in parent-infant attachment,
disturbance in parents sleep, and ineffective personal coping
[21]
. Also, they have altered parenting patterns affecting their
children’s pre-school and school-age years [12].

Importance of nurse in reducing parent’s anxiety: Parents
need information from hospital staff in order to deal with
stress and anxiety. From the moment an infant is placed in the
NICU, parents should be engaged as partners with the medical
staff in caring for their infant 11. When parents have an infant
in NICU, they bring with them their own unique
characteristics and set of circumstances [15]. For the purpose of
minimizing the immediate unfavorable impact on the motherchild relationship, the need for services that provide
psychological support to the mothers of preterm babies during
hospitalization in the NICU is highlighted [6]. Nonetheless,
studies on clinical intervention with mothers of preterm
neonates have not kept pace with technological advances,
which have increased the survival rate for vulnerable infants
[16]
.
Nurses role: Most interventions targeted to parents of preterm
have not been theoretically grounded and have not measured
mediating variables that may explain the processes through
which the interventions impact on key outcome variables
which is important to advance science and translate
efficacious interventions into clinical practice [17].
Nursing interventions reduces parental stress [29] and anxiety
during a child’s NICU hospitalization and therefore fosters the
parents’ abilities to cope with the difficulties they are facing
[3]
. In a study 36% of parents could not identify a staff person
whom they felt they could talk to, 25% felt they could not ask
too many questions, 29% identified a lack of privacy which
stopped them from having discussions with the staff. Needs
frequently identified by parents of hospitalized children
includes the need to be informed, to be seen as a competent
parent, to have some control, and to have competent
caregivers [13].
Neonatal nurses have a pivotal role in facilitating the early
mother–infant relationship [5] and should consider the mother’s
individual needs, as these are essential to their sense of wellbeing. As an important part of that process, parents should be
actively involved in the care of their child from the start, with
the goal of eventually taking full responsibility [14].
Intervention programs with mothers of preterm infants must
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promote concrete information regarding the NICU
environment and the characteristics and behavior of preterm
babies [4] and assurance to the parents [30]. Better education can
often lead to early treatment at home and decreased need for
hospitalization [7]. The hospitalization of a child disrupts a
family’s usual routines. Parental role change when a child is
being cared by others in the hospital settings [27]. Nurses
should individualize their care based on these specific needs
[16]
. Parents who have support from nursing staff have less
anxiety and are better equipped to make decisions and
participate in their child’s care [28].
Conclusion
Concerning special stance of nurses and their duties in NICU,
recognition of nurses and family’s perception about stressors
in NICU is needed. This will lead to facilitation of nursing
investigations and to increase parental satisfaction.
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